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Preface
Before I introduce proven and practiced reading strategies and how technology can 

enhance the reading process, I must share a particular educational bias: I feel very 

strongly that none of these strategies can be effective without a classroom climate in 

which our children can flourish educationally.

I believe that everything teachers do in the classroom impacts learning. We, as educa-

tors, want to engage our students and allow them to reach their individual academic 

potentials. To do that, teachers must create a classroom in which students feel safe and 

secure. This classroom must have a non-threatening atmosphere where children are 

comfortable enough to be risk-takers, and where mistakes are embraced as an import-

ant part of the learning journey.

Our brain is always in survival mode. If our brain tells us we are in danger (e.g., in 

danger of being embarrassed, in danger of being wrong, in danger of disappointing 

someone), our body shifts into a primitive fight-or-flight response. When this hap-

pens, the oxygen our brain needs to think and learn goes instead to our muscles to get 

them ready to fight or run. Threat and anxiety lessen the chances of retentive learning, 

which is why creating an emotionally secure classroom is paramount.

How do you create that kind of classroom? Begin by having your students participate 

in team-building activities that enable them to get to know and respect one another. 

When you ask questions, give students enough “wait time” to allow their brains to 

delve into their memory pathways. Offer students an “out” if they do not know the 

correct answer (for example, call on another student), or ask open-ended questions 

that require critical thinking but not necessarily a “right” answer.

It is crucial students know that their teachers care about them on a personal level and 

that their voices are valued.

A non-threatening classroom is one in which the students want to help each other and 

celebrate everyone’s successes. Only then can we truly inspire our students to want to 

learn. 

L. Robert Furman
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. . .and pretend there are twenty more of these nonsense symbols.

How hard would it be to memorize these twenty-six symbols? They make no sense; 

they have no pattern; and they have no connection to the real world. They are simply 

twenty-six symbols never seen before. Now, attach these twenty-six symbols to twen-

ty-six unrelated sounds.

Take yourself back to when you were a child of five in kindergarten class. You are 

asked to sit at a table and are handed a sheet of twenty-six unrelated symbols. You are 

told that there are twenty-six sounds to go along with these symbols. . .and these sym-

bols will create words. . .and these words will create sentences. . .and these sentences 

will have meaning. Welcome to the start of your life as a reader!

A typical literacy program is composed of what is explained above. Students are given 

twenty-six symbols that are recognized as letters, then are taught what sound each one 

makes, how to blend those sounds to make words, and how to make sentences that 

convey meaning.

Introduction
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Throughout this book, never lose sight of what an awesome experience it is to go from 

deciphering twenty-six mysterious symbols to reading advanced books, understanding 

their message, and learning from the experience.

Students manipulate letters, sounds, words, and sentences at a variety of skill levels. 

There are students who can read and comprehend at such an early age that they are 

considered advanced, but there also are older students who have difficulty understand-

ing these same words and symbols—not to mention an entire group of students who 

were not born into the English language.

An educator’s job is to discover where each student lies on the continuum and then 

improve their skills. Educators must be able to engage with readers at every level. 

Although this is a daunting task because readers at different levels have unique cir-

cumstances and challenges, there also are many similarities among these groups.

There have historically been two approaches to learning to read: whole-word (consid-

ered a holistic approach) and sound/symbol (a phonetic approach), but the pedagogy 

for reading has not changed dramatically over the years. The process of learning to 

read still involves understanding that letters become sounds, which then become 

words, and then finally become sentences.

Students usually begin their school careers with a hefty understanding of numbers. 

Counting is concrete and visual, making it easy for parents to say, “Count this.” But 

ask parents to explain twenty-six symbols and sounds to their children and it is an 

entirely different story. Teaching children letters, sounds, words, and their meanings 

is complex; therefore, it is no surprise that students enter kindergarten with a much 

better understanding of numeracy than letter recognition and sounds. While this may 

not be true for a kindergartner with a solid preschool education, there is much less 

understanding of literacy among children who have little to no formal early education. 

This may be because many adults are not avid readers themselves. Children do not see 

adults around them reading, and so they soon view reading as a low priority. In these 

situations, it is safe to assume that adults and children are not likely talking about 

words and sentences.

Learning requires practice. When people think of practice, the first thing that may 

come to mind is playing sports or a musical instrument. Practice is needed to improve 

a skill, acquire muscle memory, and gain an understanding of the techniques required 

(e.g., to score a goal or perform a piece of music). In these instances, an understanding 
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is developed of how different elements combine to achieve something. There is no 

difference between the above type of practice and the practice of reading. But the idea 

that reading is a skill that needs to be practiced is being lost. If kids are not practicing, 

they are not learning. But how do we, as educators, encourage the crucial element of 

practice in our kids?

Now more than ever, reading is a critical mode of communication. Technology only 

enhances that through emails, text messages, collaborative platforms, and global 

enterprises. Although reading for pleasure is important, reading to sustain a job or a 

lifestyle is paramount.

Regardless of how teachers characterize the skills of their student readers, this book 

offers strategies, techniques, and ideas to take those students to the next level of read-

ing by harnessing the benefits of technology.

Types of Readers
This book will explore how technology can be used to improve the skills of begin-

ning readers, struggling readers, reluctant readers, enriched readers, and English 

language learners (ELLs). Each type of reader has distinct characteristics and faces 

different challenges—for themselves and for those teaching them.

	Beginning Readers

Beginning readers have no background from which to draw to link letters to sounds 

and then sounds to words, sentences, and finally comprehension. They have a limited 

understanding of how the process of reading works.

Beginning readers are not necessarily unable to read. For the purposes of this book, a 

beginning reader is defined as a student who is embarking on the journey of learning 

to read.

Educators hope to provide beginning readers with strategies and ideas that will give 

them the best start possible; success breeds success. Because there are only so many 

hours in the day, technology can be used to provide these new readers with better and 

more instruction, both in school and at home.
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Using technology as a tool for learning offers a twofold benefit for beginning readers: 

(1) they are provided with tools to achieve reading success, and (2) these tools will 

be pervasive and prevalent throughout their school career. For most students, a tablet 

or smartphone is as common as a television; the use of technology is their standard of 

practice.

	Struggling Readers

Struggling readers may have a firm grasp of phonemic awareness and phonics but 

struggle with vocabulary and retaining words they have learned. They may be able to 

accommodate the basics of oral reading but lack the ability to comprehend the mes-

sage. Ultimately, when children are in primary school (K–2), they are learning to read. 

But throughout Grade 3, they should be transitioning to reading to learn, with less 

emphasis on reading fundamentals.

Getting kids reading through Grade 3 has always been the goal, and many states now 

mandate reading proficiency by the end of Grade 3:

Reading proficiency by the end of third grade has become a significant 

milestone in a student’s educational trajectory, as it marks the time when the 

focus is placed on reading to learn instead of learning to read. To encourage 

local schools and districts to take this milestone seriously, several states have 

enacted legislation that requires students not reading proficiently by the end 

of third grade to be retained. Other states have built in legislation that allows 

for promotion to fourth grade for non-proficient readers but requires partic-

ipation in intervention services, summer reading camps, demonstration of 

proficiency through a reading portfolio,  

and/or many other standards.

—NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF STATE LEGISLATURES (2018, MAY 23)

Research supports these initiatives. A report from the Annie E. Casey Foundation 

(Hernandez, 2011) finds that children who live in poverty and do not read proficiently 

by the end of third grade are three times more likely to drop out or fail to graduate 

from high school.

The K–3 period should be all-hands-on-deck, with all strategies used because while 

other subjects can be learned at different stages, it is vital that students’ reading abili-

ties are honed before they start fourth grade.
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